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One of the research and development disciplines with the fastest global growth is 

nanotechnology. In the areas of energy, electronics, data storage, food, and healthcare, it 

brings about revolutionary technologies and drives revolutions. Magnetic nanoparticles 

(MNPs) show different properties from their bulk counterparts due to their large ratio of 

surface to volume, increasing their reactivity. Different methods are utilized for their 

synthesis, these methods include physical, chemical, and biological synthetic methods. The 

obtained MNPs are then characterized using variable characterization techniques. The 

fusion of nanotechnology and medical applications, or so-called biomedical applications of 

nanotechnology, is a field for development, allowing for their biological applications in 

many fields as drug delivery systems, gene therapy, use as antibacterial drugs, and 

utilization in tissue engineering. Various types of MNPs whether mono component or 

coated ones have been synthesized serving such mentioned purposes, but a few reviews 

have dealt with such topic The growing interest in MNPs has inspired us to design this 

review focusing on the composition, synthesis, characterization, and recent applications of 

MNPs. 

Keywords: Magnetic nanoparticles, synthesis, characterization, biological applications, 

challenges. 

 

 

1. Introduction 

In recent years, magnetic nanoparticles 

(MNPs) have gained much interest in many 

application fields such as biomedicine, 

agriculture, environment, and catalysis in 

addition to their applications in extraction from 

complex matrices. 

Certain metals such as cobalt, nickel, iron 

and oxides are used either alone; in the form of 

mono-component MNPs, or as coated MNPS. 

Iron oxides, mainly maghemite and magnetite 

(-Fe2O3 and Fe3O4) are the most commonly 

used as magnetic cores due to their 

biocompatibility and low level of toxicity
1
.  

It was found that the properties of MNPs 

are completely different from their bulk 

materials, this is mainly due to that as the size 

of MNPs decreases, their size-to-volume ratio 

increases, this is the main reason for MNPs’ 

unique mechanical, chemical, and physical 

properties. Mechanical properties of MNPs 

include hardness and strength, while chemical 

properties include a high chemical reactivation 

rate and physical properties comprise magnetic, 

optical, and electric properties
2
. Consequently, 

small-sized MNPs are preferred in biomedical 

and biological applications, but MNPs always 

tend to aggregate and thus lose magnetism
3
. So, 
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variable methods are employed to attain MNPs 

of appropriate size, stability, morphology, and 

biocompatibility. These methods include 

physical, chemical, and biological synthetic 

methods. The obtained MNPs are then 

characterized using variable characterization 

techniques.  

The growing interest in MNPs has 

inspired us to design this review focusing on 

the composition, synthesis, characterization, 

and recent applications of MNPs. 

 

2. Synthesis of MNPs 

Different synthesis methods are used to 

obtain MNPs with the required morphology, 

size, biocompatibility, and stability. These 

methods are classified into physical, chemical, 

and biological methods (Fig. 1). 

 

2.1. Physical methods 

Physical methods for synthesis of MNPs 

include two main techniques: 1- top-down 

technique   where    nanosized    particles     are  

obtained from the bulk material by using a ball 

mill in high energy conditions, the produced 

NPs are not usually of an appropriate size and 

shape
4
, 2- bottom-up technique produces NPs 

with good dispersion properties. The ball 

milling mechanical method uses top-down 

technique, while laser evaporation and wire 

explosion methods use bottom-up technique
5
. 

 

2.1.1. Ball mill mechanical method 

It is an example of top-down technique for 

the synthesis of MNPs where bulk material is 

placed in a jar together with balls of steel for 

grinding of the bulk material by the applied 

kinetic energy that results from the collisions 

of the balls with the bulk material. The size of 

the produced particles depends on the ratio of 

powder to balls, size of the balls, time of 

milling, and time of vibration, but this 

synthesis method has a major drawback that is 

producing contaminated particles with non-

uniform size
6
. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1: A schematic presentation of the techniques utilized for the synthesis of MNPs
1
. 
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2.1.2. Laser evaporation physical method 

An example of the bottom up technique, it 

is assumed to be a laser ablation method where 

the size of the particles of the bulk material is 

in the mm or μm size and is evaporated after 

exposure to a highly energetic laser beam then 

it is cooled by gas phase, the cooling process 

leads to fast nucleation and condensation of the 

material leading to the formation of the NPs
7
. 

This method uses a low cost, environmentally 

friendly experiment the contrary to the 

chemical synthesis method but the laser system 

is expensive and the method requires high 

energy
8
. 

 

2.1.3. Wire explosion physical method 

An example of bottom-up technique, it 

depends on passing high-density electric pulse 

in the required metal wire, this leads to the 

boiling of the metal to explosion
9&10

, oxygen 

penetrates the exploded particles causing their 

evaporation and burning followed by 

condensation into particles of oxides, this was 

verified by the production of Al2O3
10

 ZnO2 and 

TiO2 NPs where the particles of their wires 

decomposed into micro size then burned while 

scattering in the oxidizing gas and the particles 

of nano size are then formed, particles of 15 to 

20 nanometer were possible to synthesize
11

, the 

wire explosion method is environmentally 

friendly, gives high yield and clean method but 

the produced NPs may be contaminated
9
. 

Figure 2 shows the wire explosion technique 

utilized for the synthesis of iron oxide MNPs
12

. 

 

2.2. Chemical methods 

All chemical methods for the synthesis of 

NPs utilize the bottom-up technique in 

different approaches
1
. Controlling the size and 

shape of the NPs produced by the physical 

method is generally difficult
13

, while producing 

NPs of uniform size and shape by the chemical 

methods is easily approached by controlling the 

chemical reaction conditions
14

. 

 

2.2.1. Co-precipitation chemical method 

A very simple chemical method to 

produce NPs of uniform size and shape, good 

dispersion properties, and in large amounts that 

are widely used in the biomedical field
15&16

. 

For the production of MgFe2SO4, co-

precipitation of Mg
+2

 and Fe
+3

 is achieved by 

sodium hydroxide
17

, Fe3O4 NPs were 

synthesized by the co-precipitation of Fe
+3

 and 

Fe
+2

 
18

. Certain factors such as metal 

concentration, pH, and temperature of the 

reaction must be controlled to obtain NPs of 

controlled size and shape
19

, the produced NPs 

despite having uniform size and shape may be 

contaminated and the process suffers from 

being time-consuming
16

. 

 

2.2.2. Thermal decomposition chemical 

method 

A method for synthesis of MNPs that 

depends on using precursors of organometallic 

nature under conditions of extremely high 

temperature, in the presence of surfactants of 

organic  nature  and  stabilizing  agent  as  oleic 

 

 

 

Fig. 2: Wire explosion technique utilized for the synthesis of iron oxide MNPs. 
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acid, hexadecylamine and fatty acids
20

, under 

these conditions thermal decomposition 

method, is superior to other methods in 

producing MNPs of uniform size and shape
21

 

but this method has a major drawback of using 

toxic solvents
22

, the method can be used to 

produce iron NPs using Fe(CO)5 as precursor 

followed by thermal decomposition leading to 

direct formation of iron NPs but if oxidation is 

done, Fe3O4 NPs would be formed. Direct 

formation of the metal oxide could be done if 

the metal precursor was decomposed in the 

presence of cationic metal centers
23&24

. 

 

2.2.3. Micro-emulsion synthesis chemical 

method 

Micro-emulsions are thermodynamically 

stable phases that consist mainly of two 

immiscible ingredients and an amphiphilic 

ingredient, the surfactant
25&26

. Micro-emulsions 

are classified into three classes: o/w which 

consists mainly of water enclosing droplets of 

oil, w/o which consists mainly of oil enclosing 

droplets of water, and the third type contains 

water  and  oil  in relatively equal amounts
19&27

.  

Okai et al.
28

 have suggested two methods for 

the synthesis of iron oxide MNPs using the 

micro-emulsion synthesis method, in the first 

method two micro-emulsions were used the 

first one was obtained from the mixing of FeCl3 

and FeCl2 precursors with surfactant, the 

second micro-emulsion was obtained by mixing 

precipitating agent with surfactant, then the 

two micro-emulsions were mixed, an external 

magnet was used to separate the formed iron 

oxide MNPs. The second method uses only one 

micro-emulsion containing the metal precursors 

to which ammonia was added as precipitant 

followed by fast stirring until the desired pH 

was obtained, the MNPs are then washed with 

a mixture of water, chloroform, and methanol 

for removal of oil and surfactants from the 

system (Fig. 3). These two methods were used 

to synthesize silica-coated iron oxide MNPs 

which were also functionalized by amino 

groups
29

. Produced MNPs by the micro-

emulsion method are usually uniformly 

dispersed, and thermodynamically stable but of 

low yield
30

. 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3: Schematic presentation of two methods for synthesis of iron oxide MNPs
19

. 
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2.2.4. Hydrothermal (solvothermal) 

chemical synthesis method 

This method is based on the production of 

MNPs in an aqueous solution under conditions 

of high temperature and pressure
29

 where 

oxidation and hydrolysis reactions are involved 

in the production of MNPs
31

. The produced 

MNPs by this method are uniform in size and 

of good crystallinity
14

, where the crystallinity 

and morphology of the produced MNPs depend 

on the amount of pressure, appropriate mixing 

of solvents, and temperature, when these 

conditions are well controlled, the produced 

NPs were as good as that produced by the 

micro-emulsion method
32

. The solvothermal 

method was used for the production of Fe3O4 

MNPs that is used in MRI of tumors, these NPs 

were of 15 nm size and spherical shape
33

 also 

Fe3O4@chitosan MNPs used in the 

immobilization of enzymes were also produced 

by this method
34

 but the major drawback of this 

method is that it needs a special equipment and 

requires high temperature and pressure
32

. 

 

2.2.5. Sol-gel chemical method 

The Sol-gel method involves 

polycondensation and hydrolysis reaction of 

metal hydroxides present as an aqueous 

solution or dissolved in organic solvents
35

, this 

solution is heated to remove the solvent 

followed by drying the solution leading to gel 

formation, Sol gel method does not require 

special equipment and is carried out at room 

temperature producing particles of controlled 

size, shape, and composition in a simple cheap 

way. but the produced particles may be 

contaminated from the reaction byproducts and 

require pretreatment
36

 the method is also time-

consuming and uses toxic organic solvents. 

This method was utilized for the synthesis of 

Fe3O4 MNPs and MNPs coated with silica in 

controlled size and shape and large amounts
37

. 

 

2.3. Biological methods 

Micro-organisms like bacteria, viruses, 

fungi, and actinomycetes have been utilized to 

synthesize MNPs
38

. This method provides 

biocompatible MNPs that are widely used in 

biomedical applications, the produced MNPs 

are also environmentally friendly and are of 

good yield but they suffer from weak 

dispersion properties
39

. The extract of the 

tissues of multicellular plants and the 

unicellular micro-organisms have been reported 

as sources of synthesis of MNPs
40

, MNPs 

produced by micro-organisms are produced 

either intracellularly or extracellularly, the 

latter method is economical and easily handled. 

Fe3O4 NPs are produced by magnetotactic 

unicellular bacteria
41&42

. For the transformation 

of the ions of metals into zero valence NPs, the 

bottom-up technique
43

 is employed where bio-

macromolecules such as polysaccharides, 

phenols, sugars, proteins, and others are 

utilized and the main mechanisms involved in 

this conversion are the oxidation and 

reduction
44

. The reported enhanced 

biocompatibility of the produced MNPs by 

biological synthesis is mainly due to 

encapsulation of the toxic core of MNPs with 

biomolecules which are non-toxic. Figure 4 

shows a summary of the biological synthesis of 

MNPs and their biomedical applications
43

. 

In general, the selection criteria of the 

method employed for the synthesis of MNPs 

are mainly based on their application, yield, 

size, morphology, and cost, so there is no 

single optimal method employed for the 

synthesis of MNPs
1
. 

 

2.4. Comparison between different 

synthesis methods of MNPs 

When comparison is made between 

physical and chemical approaches of MNPs 

synthesis, it was found that obtaining NPs in 

the nanoscale size is difficult to achieve by the 

physical approach
13

 also particle size and shape 

are not easily controlled by the physical 

method
4
. On the other hand, chemical 

approaches allow controlling NPs shape and 

size by modification of reaction conditions
14

. 

Hydrothermal method as one of the chemical 

methods of MNPs synthesis; is the most 

efficient method in producing NPs with 

controlled shape and size, homogenous 

composition and high crystallinity, particles 

produced are monodispersed and have uniform 

size
32

. Co-precipitation method is always a 

favored synthesis method being easily applied, 

simple method but despite producing high yield 

of NPs, shape control is unsatisfactory. Sol-gel 

method produces highly pure NPs with good 

crystallinity, the method can be carried out at 

room temperature, which is always an 

advantage. Micro-emulsion method produces 

low yield of monodispersed particles with non-
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uniform morphology. However, the thermal 

decomposition method is considered the best 

approach to produce controlled size NPs
22

. 

Biological    methods    are    green,   low   cost,  

reproducible and high yield methods for 

producing NPs. Table 1 shows a brief 

comparison between methods of synthesis of 

MNPs. 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4: Biological methods of synthesis of MNPs and their applications. 

 

 

 

Table 1: Merits and demerits of different synthesis methods of MNPs. 

Synthesis method Merits Demerits  

Ball mill Popular, simple method, produces 

fine powder 

Product is contaminated 

Laser evaporation Cheap experimental cost, green 

method 

Expensive laser instrument, 

requires high energy 

Wire explosion Green , safe, produces high yield Product may be 

contaminated 

Co-precipitation Simple, produces high yield Product may be 

contaminated, time 

consuming method 

Thermal decomposition High yield, produced particles 

have controlled size 

Hazardous solvents 

Micro emulsion Thermodynamically stable Low yield 

Hydrothermal Particles of good crystallinity Need high pressure and 

temperature 

Sol- gel method Good crystallinity and high purity Hazardous solvents, long 

synthesis time 

Biological methods Green , efficient method Low dispersion 
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3. Composition of MNPs 

3.1. Mono-component MNPs 

3.1.1. Iron, nickel, and cobalt-based MNPs 

Iron MNPs are the most widely studied 

NPs because of their application in biological 

and biomedical fields, this is mainly due to 

their excellent biocompatibility, magnetic 

properties, low cost, chemical and physical 

stability, and being environmentally friendly. 

[Fe (CO)5] iron carbonyl is decomposed in the 

presence of oleic acid to form iron NPs
45

. Since 

iron NPs are sensitive to oxygen, PVP was 

utilized in their synthesis through the aqueous 

phase synthesis method, PVP was found to be 

an excellent antioxidant for the iron NPs 

surface
46

. Nickel NPs with an average particle 

size of 3.7 mm were prepared by reduction of 

nickel (II) bis (acetylacetonate), the medium 

should contain hexadecylamine
47

. Cobalt NPs 

may have an average size of 2-6 nm or 7-11 

nm, for the first type, is prepared using bulky 

alkyl phosphine as a reductant, while the 

second type is prepared using another trialkyl 

phosphine which is less bulky and has a neutral 

surface metal sites
48

. 

 

3.1.2. Metal alloys MNPs 

the alloys of iron-platinum, iron-

palladium, and cobalt platinum NPs (FePt, 

FePd, and CoPt respectively) show high 

chemical stability, and high symmetrical 

magnetism of the crystals(magnetocrystalline 

anisotropy) which make them preferred over 

their counterparts
49

 and highest saturation 

magnetization
50

. FePt MNPs are mainly done 

by vacuum deposition, but this method was 

found to result in particles with wide size 

distribution and agglomeration. The solution 

phase method was thus preferred to the vacuum 

deposition method and resulted in the 

successful preparation of monodispersed 

MNPs
45&51-53

. Recently, the synthetic method 

was introduced
54

 based on reducing platinum 

acetylacetonate and decomposition of iron 

pentacarbonyl, stabilizers (oleyl amine and 

oleic acid) should be present. Such a method 

resulted in tunable particles of (3-10 nm) in 

diameter. The vacuum deposition method has 

been used to prepare FePd MNPs. Recently, the 

wet chemical method is utilized to prepare 

monodispersed NPs using two or more 

surfactants as adamantyl carboxylic acid-

hexadylamine
45

, and trioctylphosphine oxide 

oleic acid
55

. To stabilize FePd MNPs, a 

modification of Sun et al. method
54

 was carried 

out by using hexadecandiol as a reducing agent 

for palladium acetyl acetonate, while Fe(CO)5 

was thermally decomposed
49

. 

Such metal alloy MNPs are susceptible to 

corrosion or oxidation hindering their 

applications in biomedicine, protecting these 

particles by a biocompatible outer shell is the 

answer to that problem
56-60

. FeCO NPs coated 

with silver or gold shell were fabricated first 

using a nanocluster gun containing Fe60CO40 as 

starting material, that gun produced FeCO NPs, 

and their size was controlled by changing the 

preparation conditions of the source of nano 

particles already present in the gun, then Au or 

Ag particles are deposits on the surface of 

FeCO NPs during their flight by online 

evaporation or sputtering
61

. 

 

3.1.3. Metal oxide MNPs 

Metal oxide MNPs have recently got 

much interest due to their high magnetic 

properties and chemical stability
1
. Iron oxide 

NPs are classically prepared by co-

precipitation of Fe
+2

 and Fe
+3

 salts
62

. 

Stoichiometric mixing of aged inorganic salts 

in an aqueous medium is used to obtain iron 

oxide NPs on a large scale, where parameters 

such as reaction temperature, pH, and 

precursors have to be optimized, also the 

solvothermal process in high pressure is used 

to obtain well-shaped crystals of iron oxide 

MNPs. But, the previous two methods did not 

result in MNPs with a close size distribution. 

So, the decomposition of metal complexes at 

high temperatures (thermal decomposition) is 

used to obtain MNPs of narrow size 

distribution and controlled morphology
63&64

. 

The method depends on dissolving the metal 

complex with the surfactant in a high boiling 

point organic solvent where precursors are 

added either by direct heating up or by hot 

injection
65

. In the heating up procedure, heating 

and mixing of the precursors are carried out 

with the thorough adjustment of their 

temperature and concentration, while in the hot 

injection method, thermally unstable metal 

complexes are injected quickly in a hot 

solution containing surfactants to allow for the 

nucleation to occur followed by the controlled 

growth of MNPs. In both methods, olyelamine 

and oleic acid surfactants are used to control 
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the MNPs’ size and morphology, metal oleates 

and metal acetylacetonates are usually used as 

metal precursors
66

. To produce Fe2O3, 

COFe2O4, and MnFe2O4 MNPs, their metal 

acetylacetonate was thoroughly mixed with 

1,2-hexadencandiol, oleylamine, and oleic acid 

in benzyl ether, the mixture was heated to 

300°C, this reaction resulted in monodispersed 

NPs of size range from 4-8 nm. Direct heating 

of iron (III) acetylacetonate and oleylamine 

dissolved in benzyl ether - without using alkyl 

diols - was found to be successful in producing 

monodispersed MNPs
67

. FeO NPs (Wüstite) 

were also produced by the thermal 

decomposition of iron (III) acetylacetonate in 

an oleylamine and oleic acid mixture. Where, 

according to their molar ratio, the produced 

FeO NPs had a size range from 14-100 nm, and 

their size was octahedral or polyhedral. The 

produced FeO Nps by this method can be 

converted into hematite (α-Fe2O3), maghemite 

(-Fe2O3), magnetite, or Fe/Fe3O4, thus they 

can be generally used to synthesize different 

iron oxide NPs
68

. 

 

3.1.4. Metal carbides MNPs 

Iron carbides (Fe2C, Fe3C, Fe5C2) show 

great stability and magnetism, but they face 

difficulty in synthesis due to challenges in their 

morphology and size control. Different 

synthetic routes including laser ablation, 

sonochemical methods, solid state, and 

biotemplated methods were used for the 

synthesis of iron carbides, but the produced 

particles suffered from being polydispersed and 

aggregated
69-74

. The accurate supply of 

reactants, and modification of particles by 

nucleation bursting were utilized in solution 

chemistry for controlling the growth and 

generation of the NPs
75

. In general, penetrating 

carbon atoms are used to produce crystalline 

iron carbides
76

. Carbonization of iron NPs was 

used for the synthesis of Fe5C2 where bromide 

was used for surface energy tuning of carbide 

nanoparticles, the produced iron carbide NPs 

had a particle size of 20 nm and an amorphous 

shell
77

. This chemical synthetic route produced 

NPs of iron carbides with different crystalline 

forms, but they showed weak magnetic 

properties, which lead to a conclusion that iron 

carbides produced by the synthetic route are of 

different kinds and that the introduced halide 

affects carbon penetration by selective 

absorption
1
. 

 

3.2. Coated magnetic nanoparticles 

Coating the surface of MNPs with certain 

inorganic or organic coating material is carried 

out to counteract problems of mono-component 

MNPs such as non-uniform size or 

morphology, low stability at highly acidic and 

highly alkaline media, irregular binding 

properties, and improves their compatibility in 

biological and solid matrices
78

. The coating 

could be Inorganic coatings such as graphene, 

manganese oxide, alumina, or silica, while 

molecularly imprinted polymers, divinyl 

benzene, chitosan, or surfactants are examples 

of organic coating. 

Coating the core of MNPs increases their 

lifetime and prevents their oxidation. 

Modification of the coating materials by certain 

functional groups enhances the dispersion, 

mechanical, physicochemical properties, and 

surface activity of MNPs.  

The selection criteria for both core and 

surface modification is based on the purpose of 

those particles
66,79&80

. The coating of iron 

oxides (whether maghemite or magnetite) 

being the most commonly used MNPs’ core 

will be discussed in the following discussion. 

 

3.2.1. Silica 

The most commonly used coating of iron 

oxide NPs is silica. Silica is generally available 

and has specific binding characters
81

 so it can 

be modified with various functional groups. 

The binding of organic or inorganic particles to 

the silane groups is utilized for functional 

group modification of the silica coating, thus 

increasing its thermal and mechanical stability, 

coating of silica also reduces the agglomeration 

of MNPs, enhances their stability, and reduces 

MNPs’ cytotoxic effects
82

. For the synthesis of 

iron oxide NPs@SiO, the Stöper method is the 

most widely used method, this method is based 

on the dispersion of iron oxide NPs in ethanol, 

then tetraethoxysilane is added followed by 

addition of ammonia solution
83&84

. Using 

ammonia lead to the formation of particles with 

uniform morphology and large size
85

. Highly 

crystalline iron oxide NP@SiO2 was 

synthesized by the micro-emulsion method 

which is classified into oil in water or water in 

oil methods. the methods, by definition, 
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comprise oil, water, and a surfactant. Such a 

method produced particles of controlled size, 

the thickness of the shell, and dispersion, but 

the major drawbacks of this technique are the 

time-consuming step of separating surfactant 

from NPs, low yield, and high solvent 

consumption
86

. Aerosol pyrolysis in a flame 

environment was recently used to synthesize 

iron oxide@SiO2 NPs, where 

superparamagnetic iron oxide (Fe2O3) NPs with 

low content of SO2 were obtained by synthesis 

of iron oxide at first by acetylacetone iron fame 

spraying in acetonitrile / xylene solution, the 

resulting aerosol was then coated with SiO2, 

this was done using oxidized vapors of 

hexamethyldisiloxane
87

. 

When unmodified silica is used for 

extraction, the free silanols will absorb polar 

compounds irreversibly. While modification of 

silane groups by certain functional groups 

reduces the degree of absorption of polar 

compounds allowing ease of extraction of polar 

compounds (e.g. binding of free silanols to –

NH2 group). On the other hand, binding 

silanols with octadecyl group(C18) makes their 

surface of very low polarity and facilitates 

reversible extraction of non-polar or 

compounds of low polarity
88

. Sol-gel process is  

used to add certain functional groups to the 

silica-coated MNPs (for example –NH2 groups) 

where ammonia water used as a catalyst is 

added together with deionized water and 

ethanol to the magnetic core at a controlled 

temperature. To this mixture, ethanol, and 

tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) are added, then 

mixing is done by sonication or vigorous 

stirring. TEOS causes hydrolysis of Si-O bonds 

with subsequent formation of –OH groups, 

these hydroxyl groups can be replaced by other 

functional groups as amino groups for the 

extraction of drugs. It should be noted that the 

synthesis is carried out in an inert atmosphere 

of nitrogen gas
89

 (Fig. 5). 

 

3.2.2. Carbon 

Carbon is an extraordinary material, being 

biocompatible, easily surface modified, and 

stable over a wide pH range, such features 

make carbon an excellent coating for Fe3O4 

NPs which are stable in both acidic and 

alkaline medium, show a low level of toxicity 

and an excellent magnetization
90-93

. The carbon 

shell is formed by strengthening at high 

temperatures leading to the reduction of iron 

oxide NPs and carbonation of precursor of 

hydrocarbon
94-96

. 

 

 

 

Fig. 5: Synthesis of silica-coated magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) with surface modification by amino groups to 

separate drugs
89

.  
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3.2.3. Metal 

Metallic coating or iron oxide NPs can be 

used to provide an inert outer layer, it also 

facilitates the addition of functional groups to 

iron oxide NPs. improving their 

biocompatibility and stability
97

. The most 

commonly used noble metal for coating iron 

oxide NPs is gold which can be applied to their 

surface by either direct or indirect methods
98

. 

The direct method is carried out in an aqueous 

or organic solution, the method is based the on 

reduction of the trivalent gold ions by a 

reducing agent. Sodium borohydride or sodium 

citrate the common reducing agents used in the 

aqueous solution
99&100

, while oleylamine is 

commonly used in the organic synthesis route 

serving as a capping and reducing agent
101

. The 

indirect method used to produce iron 

oxide@Au NPs is based on the formation of a 

layer between Fe3O4 NPs and the shell of gold, 

such a layer will act as a glue binding the core 

and the shell together. Such a glue layer must 

be able to increase the core stability and should 

have functional groups to bind the gold shell to 

the iron oxide core
102

. Materials acting as glue 

are usually silica, carbon-based materials, or 

polymers
103

. Another noble metal that can be 

used as a coating for iron oxide is silver, 

Fe3O4@Ag NPs have very promising 

applications in biomedicine since they have 

peroxidase-like catalytic activity
104

, they also 

show   antibacterial   properties
105-108

.   Chen   

et al.
109

 used the solvothermal method to 

synthesize Fe3O4@Ag, where a pronounced 

improvement in the antibacterial activity was 

reported for Fe3O4@C@Ag NPs when 

compared to Fe3O4@AgNPs, the introduced 

layer of carbon has opened a new area of 

applications of these particles as antibacterial, 

catalysts and adsorbents
110

. 

 

3.2.4. Metal oxides and sulfides 

Using metal oxides and sulfides as a coat 

of iron oxide NPs gives them unique 

physicochemical properties. According to the 

valence of the metals employed, metal oxides 

and sulfides can be classified into six classes: 

monovalent metals (e.g. Ag2O, Cu2O), divalent 

metals (e.g. CdS, ZnS, CoO, MgO, ZnO), 

trivalent metals (e.g. Bi2S3, Y2O3, Al2O3), 

tetravalent (e.g. TiO2, SnO2), pentavalent 

metals (V2O5) and hexavalent metals (MoO3, 

WO3). Fe3O4@ZnO NPs were found to be 

superparamagnetic, they were found to have a 

photocatalytic activity that is superior to ZnO 

NPs
111

. Fe3O4@Al2O3 NPs were perfectly used 

for the adsorption of ions from water-when 

doped with sulfate ions- it adsorbed fluoride 

ions from the water, where 90% of the fluoride 

content was adsorbed in 20 minutes. Uranium 

(VI) was also effectively adsorbed by 

Fe3O4@TiO2 NPs
112

. It was found that when 

particles of soft magnetic origin are smaller 

than the particles of hard origin, they will act 

as a single phase. Based on theoretical 

calculations, the exchange coupling effect is 

produced when the soft magnetic phase is 

smaller than double the thickness of the hard 

magnetic phase which can be achieved by 

controlling synthesis conditions. Using a soft 

magnetic shell to coat the hard magnetic core is 

a very effective method to produce an 

exchange coupling effect, which would 

ultimately lead to increased magnetization
113

. 

Fe3O4@Co Fe2O4 NPs is an example of core-

shell NPs combining soft and hard magnetic 

compound respectively, such combination was 

found to have many applications
14

 such as in 

data storing apparatus, devices of microwave, 

and also as magnets 

 

3.2.5. Polymers 

Coating of iron oxide NPs with polymers 

is utilized to reduce particle aggregation since 

that the presence of polymer provides steric 

stability
114

. Polymer-coated iron oxide NPs can 

be synthesized by the inclusion of the polymer 

coat during the synthesis of iron oxide NPs, 

such process is called in-situ coating
115

 or 

polymer@ iron oxide NPs can be prepared by 

using functionalized polymer as a coat for iron 

oxide NPs that are already prepared
116

. Many 

polymers are used as a coating for iron oxide 

NPs depending on the intended application, 

commonly used polymer coatings include: 

dextran, chitosan, starch, polyethylene glycol, 

and polyvinyl alcohol. 

Dextran when used as a coat for iron oxide 

NPs, it acts as a non-magnetic shell reducing 

iron oxide NPs’ magnetic saturation, it was 

also found to be a very good nanocarrier with 

reduced cytotoxicity and excellent 

biocompatibility
115

 making such coated NPs 

ideal candidates in the biomedical field
113

. 

Dextran is a polysaccharide composed of α-D-

glucopyranosyl units with different degrees of 
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branching and lengths
117

. The interactions 

between dextran and iron oxide NPs occur 

mainly by hydrogen bonds and chelation, such 

interactions are enabled by the appropriate size 

of dextran chains, the large number of hydroxyl 

groups over the entire length of dextran chain 

enables multiple hydrogen bonding with a high 

bonding energy despite the fact that a single 

hydrogen bond is a relatively weak bond
118

. 

But, it was found that dextran coat is easily 

desorbed from the surface of iron oxide NPs by 

dilution or by heating at 120°C
119

. However, 

when using epichlorohydrin as cross-linking 

agent, it prevented dextran desorption
120&121

. 

Dextran-coated iron oxide NPs can be 

synthesized by co-precipitation or laser 

pyrolysis method
119

. Chitosan is an excellent 

polymer for coating iron oxide NPs, being 

biodegradable, naturally occurring chitin, 

having a large number of primary amino groups 

capable of binding to many other agents, 

chitosan is also a linear biocompatible 

polysaccharide, thus iron oxide NPs coated 

with chitosan are widely used in hyperthermia 

and tissue engineering. Coating with chitosan 

is done by an in-situ coating method or by co-

precipitation in an alkaline medium of ferrous 

and ferric precursors of chitosan hydrophilic 

polymers in an aqueous solution, the use of 

these polymers prevent iron oxide NPs 

overgrowth that may occur during synthesis 

leading to steric hindrance during dispersion of 

nanoparticles in the aqueous medium
122

. 

Derivatives of chitosan are preferred as a 

coating material of iron oxide NPs because 

pure chitosan has poor solubility in acidic 

medium, in addition to low mechanical and 

thermal stability. N-, O- carboxy methyl 

chitosan is a common derivative of chitosan 

used to overcome the abovementioned 

problems, the produced NPs show enhanced 

anti-fouling and hydrophilic properties
123

. 

Polyethylene glycol (PEG) is used as iron 

oxide NPs coat where such NPs are applied as 

contrasting agents in the MRI for imaging 

cancer cells in-vivo or when used in 

biosensors
124

, PEG is soluble in aqueous 

solutions, hydrophilic, and a biocompatible 

polymer
121&125

 so when it is used as a coat for 

iron oxide NPs, it increases its dispersion and 

decreases the time required for blood 

circulation, and proved to have 

superparamagnetic properties
126-128

. Coated 

particles with sizes (20-35 nm) or (60-100 nm) 

were prepared by aqueous hydrolysis of 

FeCl3.6H2O followed by a reaction with PEG-

poly aspartic acid polymer
129

, the produced 

NPs proved to have good stability and 

solubility in the physiological system and 

aqueous medium
116

. Alginate is a 

polysaccharide with electrolytic properties 

containing many carboxylate groups, it was 

assumed that repulsions occurring between the 

carboxylate groups and iron oxide NPs make 

such coated iron oxide NPs more stable and 

superparamagnetic
130-133

, the classical method 

for synthesis of such coated NPs includes three 

steps: first, the formation of gel of ferrous ions 

and alginate then alkaline treatment of the 

alginate leading to precipitation of iron as 

ferric hydroxide finally, the resulted ferrous 

hydroxide is oxidized by an oxidizing agent 

like H2O2 or O2, modification of this 

complicated procedure was carried out
134

 using 

co-precipitation technique in two steps 

producing monodispersed iron oxide@alginate 

NPs, such particles of controlled size and 

superparamagnetic properties make them 

excellent candidates in drug controlled delivery 

targeted systems and also as adsorbents
135

. 

Other polymers used as a coating for iron oxide 

NPs include many polymers with variable 

applications as polyethylenimine (PEI) which 

is applied in hyperthermia and separation of 

cancer cells, polyacrylic acids that are used in 

the targeting of cancer cells, polydopamine 

applied in biosensors, as adsorbent and as a 

catalyst, starch is applied in imaging and is 

contrasting medium, flavonoids are applied as 

nano carriers for nano drugs and cell imaging, 

amino acids are applied in the detection of 

cancer cells, as adsorbents, in biosensors and as 

radio labels, lipid coatings are applied in dual 

modal imaging and in gene therapy
124

. 

Recently, polymer gels were used as coating of 

iron oxide NPs, their use enables easy control 

of growth and nucleation of the core NPs by 

the polymer gel rigid architecture
136&137

. It was 

found that controlling the ratio of the monomer 

to iron oxide NPs controls the morphology of 

the coated NPs and increasing MNPs content in 

coated particles will improve the dispersion 

properties
116

. Spin coating was used for 

deposition of poly(methylacrylate polypyrolle) 

from solution, the co-precipitation was used to 

prepare FE3O4 NPs, then the MNPs coated with 
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surfactant and fatty acids were mixed with the 

dissolved polymer leading to formation of 

uniformly dispersed NPs
138

. 

 

4. Characterization of MNPs 

Many instruments are employed to 

characterize MNPs and examine their physical 

structure. It was found that MNPs’ size is the 

key factor in the determination of their 

physicochemical properties which are affected 

by even a small variation in size
1
. The 

biological properties of MNPs are also affected 

by their size, shape, dispersion, charge and 

coating
116

. Many instruments are employed for 

the purpose of characterization of these 

physicochemical properties. 

Characterization of MNPs size includes 

determination of: the core crystalline part, the 

amorphous and the crystalline iron core, core 

as a whole and the shell. MNPs are usually 

poly dispersed so many values could be 

obtained for the same size of the particles 

based on the technique’s expression method 

being expressed either as a volume, number or 

intensity weighted mean size
116

. When the 

technique gives access to intensity-weighted 

mean size or volume, high values are obtained 

even in the case of small amounts of big-sized 

NPs. TEM (transmission electron 

spectroscopy) is used to characterize the 

composition, size, and morphology of the 

MNPs
1
, it determines the core (the amorphous 

and the crystalline parts) particle size, it also 

gives information about shape and size 

distribution of the particles, but the preparation 

steps of the sample in TEM cause aggregation 

of the particles, so the measured distribution 

and size of the particles may not be 

accurate
139&140

. So high resolution TEM (HR-

TEM) can be used alternatively to examine the 

surface arrangement, lattice vacancies, glide 

plane, lattice fringe and screw axis
141&142

. 

Scanning electron microscope (SEM) defines 

composition and topography of the MNPs, it is 

mainly concerned with the outer structure, 

while TEM is concerned with the internal ultra 

or micro structure and can also be applied in 

studying the interaction of cells with the 

MNPs
143

. Sample preparation in TEM involves 

the MNPs dispersion in an inert organic solvent 

as hexane which is then evaporated, when 

water is used, sample is subjected to a heating 

lamp and a desiccant
144

. But TEM suffers from: 

being time consuming technique, being applied 

only to small sized samples, need to take many 

images with zooming out of the background to 

show as much particles as possible and to 

obtain statistically accurate measurements, a 

program (e.g. Image J) should be used to 

analyze the images
145

. The preparation step of 

particles in TEM involves using a desiccant, so 

it can only applied to dry MNPs, it is also 

applied only to electron rich materials and 

provides a 2D image rather than a 3D one
146

. 

XRD (X-ray diffraction) technique is used to 

describe the atoms crystalline order, the 

crystals structure and size
147

 where size can be 

easily determined for crystalline NPs by 

applying Scherrer equation, while non 

crystalline NPs give broader peaks which 

makes the Scherrer equation inapplicable
148&149

, 

in that case using Willianson-Hall equation is 

more appropriate. The major drawback of XRD 

application in size determination is that it does 

not discriminate between maghemite and 

magnetite NPs as it gives the same spectrum 

for both of them since they both have structure 

of inverse spinel, in that case other techniques 

as Mössabur spectroscopy at low temperature 

can be used where magnetite gives Verwey 

transition
150

. Small angle x-ray scattering 

(SAXS) is a scattering technique at low angles 

as the particles are exposed to high density x-

rays which are then scattered by the particles at 

variable small angles (from 0.1° to 5°) and the 

scattering is measured at these angles taking 

into consideration that scattering is inversely 

proportional to distance
151

. SAXS is employed 

for determination of particle size, shape and 

size distribution. XRD, SAXS and TEM were 

employed to study PVP@Pt NPs particles and 

crystals size changes with temperature
152

, it 

was found that different sizes were obtained for 

the same NPs measured by XRD and SAXS, 

this is mainly because XRD measures the 

crystalline size while SAXS measures particle 

size being sensitive to the region of fluctuation 

in the electron cloud while XRD responds to 

size of the region of long range, compared to 

TEM, SAXS gave bigger size NPs this is 

mainly because the studied NPs were coated 

with PVP and the scattering intensity caused by 

this coat cannot be removed. The major 

drawback of SAXS is that it provides low 

resolution images, and sometimes 

complementary techniques as electron 
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diffraction and/or XRD should be done
147

. 

Localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) 

studies are used to detect the interactions of 

molecules close to the surface of NPs, when 

performing such studies, SAXS is usually 

accompanied to measure the length of 

aggregates of NPs, compared to SEM and 

TEM, SAXS is the most suitable technique to 

measure such a parameter because it is non-

invasive, while the first two techniques require 

drying the solvent and involve interactions of 

the substrate with the particles leading to 

invasion of the studied NPs, so both techniques 

cannot be used in conjugation with LSPR to 

study the behavior of NPs on the contrary to 

SAXS
153

. XPS (x-ray photon spectroscopy) is 

widely used to characterize nano-sized particles 

based on photoelectric properties
154

. It is also 

used to describe elemental composition, 

electronic structure, the elemental oxidation 

state in a material, surface functional groups of 

the NPs and to study the exchange interaction 

of ligands, it can be used to study the 

heterogeneous internal structure of the NPs
155

. 

When XPS is compared to other microscopic 

techniques (e.g. TEM), such techniques can 

recognize elements vertical to the reference 

beam of electros while XPS recognizes 

elements in the same direction as the reference 

beam of electrons. XPS has the advantage of 

providing information about the depth of the 

NPs up to 10nm from the surface and being a 

non-invasive technique, while the preparation 

of samples in a dry solid form that is free from 

any contamination and interpretation of the 

findings represent the two major limitations of 

XPS analysis
147

. 

FTIR (Fourier transform infrared 

spectroscopy) is a method based on the 

measurement of the electromagnetic radiation's 

absorption at wavelengths between 4000 and 

400 cm
-1

. When a molecule absorbs IR light, 

the dipole moment is changed in some way, so 

it becomes IR active. The position of bands 

associated to the strength and kind of bonds, as 

well as certain functional groups, is revealed by 

a recorded spectrum. By this technique FTIR 

can be used as a tool to provide information 

about molecular structures and interactions
156

. 

Highly crystalline ferrite superparamagnetic 

NPs (MFe2O4, where M is CO, Mn, Zn and Ni) 

with size smaller than 10 nm were synthesized 

by a straightforward polyol method
157

 were 

characterized by FTIR, that showed tetrahedral 

frequency (ս1) that confirmed the ferrite spinel 

structure, the existence of diethylene glycol in 

the coating of the NPs was confirmed by the 

presence of -OH and C-O groups characteristic 

bands, indicating that the coating of ferrite NPs 

was successful. In a different study, FTIR 

studies of hydrophobic iron nanoparticles that 

had been converted into water soluble iron 

oxide core shell NPs by the use of ligands 

treated with alkyl phosphoric acid revealed the 

presence of Fe-O-P bands
158

. Nuclear magnetic 

resonance (NMR) is also used for NP structural 

determination, it is based on the NMR 

phenomenon that occurs in non-zero spin 

nuclei in a strong magnetic field, which results 

in a minor energy difference between the spin 

up and spin down states. The interaction or co-

ordination between the ligand and the surface 

of antiferromagnetic or diamagnetic NPs is 

frequently investigated using NMR. The 

characterization of ferro or ferrimagnetic NPs, 

however is not feasible due to the substantial 

saturation of magnetization of such materials, 

which results in a change in the local magnetic 

field and shifts in the frequency of the signal 

leading to noticed shortened relaxation time. 

Consequently, the signals broaden rendering 

measurement practically useless and 

unexplained
159

. NMR is an essential technique 

complementary to other sizing methods as 

dynamic light scattering (DLS) and TEM, 

because it can be used for measuring the NPs 

hydrodynamic radius. Like DLS, NMR 

determines the NPs size through determination 

of the diffusion of particles, it can measure 

sizes bugger than 100 nm for hybrid polymer 

particles and particles within the range of 1-5 

nm for metallic NPs
160&161

. A popular method 

for determination of NPs size in a colloidal 

suspension id the DLS (dynamic light 

scattering). In a colloidal solution, NPs usually 

exhibit Brownian motion. DLS together with 

the assumptions of Stokes-Einstein are used to 

calculate the hydrodynamic diameter which is 

the diameter of molecules of solvent and NP 

molecules that have the same diffusion rate as 

the colloid, this is crucial in DLS to avoid 

multiple scattering effect
162

. Values of NPs size 

delivered from DLS are affected by 

concentration of the suspension, shape of the 

particles, stability of the colloid and nature of 

the coating on the MNPs. When different size 
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measuring techniques (TEM and DLS) were 

compared, discrepancies were found for both 

small and large particles. When studying NPs 

of small size, there is a noticed difference in 

diameter measured by both techniques, this was 

mainly attributed to effect of curvature radius, 

while for middle sized NPs of Fe3O4 coated 

with oleilamine and oleic acid, an agreement 

was found between size measurement taken by 

DLS and TEM
163

. DLS is an important tool for 

studying the process of aggregation and for 

quantitative measurement of the particles 

clusters size, in addition DLS being sensitive to 

large sized particles can be used as a method 

for detecting aggregation in the first place. The 

quick, simple and accurate measurement of 

NPs of the same size in suspension and the idea 

that DLS gives strong representation of the 

statistics of each NP in the sample, represent 

the two major advantages of using DLS, also 

for homogenous, monodispersed samples, it is 

incredibly sensitive and repeatable. But, for 

DLS techniques to be performed, particles 

should be suspended and have Brownian 

motion. The presence of large and small 

particles will scatter light unevenly, so, the 

resolution of heterogeneous sized particles is 

low, also the interpretation of DLS data 

requires special care especially for 

heterogeneous samples. In general, DLS is 

useful in determination of NPs’ hydrodynamic 

radius very accurately but it lacks accuracy for 

aggregates of small size
164

. To overcome such 

abstacle, DSC (differential centrifugal 

sedimentation) should be done prior to DLS, 

when DSC data show that sample does not 

contain any aggregations, we can simply rely 

on results obtained from DLS
165

. NTA 

(nanoparticle tracking analysis) is a novel 

method that is adopted fast, it can detect NPs of 

smaller size than those detected by DLS, based 

on both Brownian motion and light scattering, 

making it suitable for NP size determination in 

liquid dispersions
147

. When NTA is compared 

to other size measurement techniques, NTA is 

found to be an excellent technique for poly-

dispersed samples, it also offers no preference 

for big NPs or for aggregates
166

. Comparing 

DLS and NTA, the latter gave accurate results 

for the size distribution of both poly and 

monodispersed particles, size results obtained 

by NTA were more accurate and of smaller 

values than those obtained from DLS, but NTA 

operation is difficult and is slower than DLS. 

NTA examines particles individually, so it is 

able to examine different NPs size 

distributions, on the other hand, DLS 

investigates a group of particles as a whole and 

it greatly favors large particles
167

. In contrast to 

TEM, NTA enables size measurement of vast 

quantities of particles, it is also able to 

distinguish particles made of different 

materials within a specified range of size by 

measuring the scattered light intensity of each 

particle
168

. MS (mass spectrometry) has 

attracted attention as a potent method for 

accurate analytical evaluation of the NPs, when 

it comes to understanding structure, chemical 

state, composition and NPs conjugation to the 

specific biomolecules, MS provides crucial 

molecular and elemental data
169

. In addition, 

MS could be combined with a separation 

technique giving a more detailed information 

on the NPs nature that could be utilized for 

selection of the appropriate applications and 

uses of NPs. (ICP-MS) inductively coupled 

plasma MS is a sensitive, robust and a highly 

selective technique. It can be used for the 

elemental characterization of metallic NPs and 

the determination of impurities of metallic 

nature in the non-metallic NPs. 

Characterization of the protective ligands can 

be obtained by using molecular 

characterization MS techniques such as 

MALDI (matrix assisted laser 

desorption/ionization) and ESI (electron spray 

ionization)
147

. Zeta Potential is used to measure 

colloidal NPs dispersions stability. A colloid 

with high concentration of positively and 

negatively charged NPs is highly stable due to 

repulsions between particles that inhibit 

agglomeration. a stable colloidal dispersion 

will have a zeta potential values between ±20 

and ±30 mV, while lower values of zeta 

potential indicate the colloidal agglomeration 

and thus reduced colloidal stability. In such 

case, modification of the NPs surface chemistry 

should be done to enhance the colloidal 

stability and increase the repulsions. DLS 

being a useful tool for detecting aggregates in 

NPs solution can be combined with zeta 

potential for comprehensive characterization of 

NPs in solution
170

. Both zeta potential and DLS 

offer a common advantage over TEM and SEM 

that sample preparation step does not include 

solvent evaporation which itself leads to 
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aggregation of the NPs
171

. DSC (differential 

scanning calorimetry) can be used for 

characterization of NPs based on the fact that 

particles melting point vary according to their 

grain size, since that surface to volume ratio is 

greater for NPs, so their melting point would be 

10-100 k less than the corresponding bulk 

material
172

. DSC is a thermal analytical 

technique which is quick, accessible and 

simple, a reference material and the sample are 

put within holders, where they are either kept 

at a specified temperature or temperature is 

increased gradually in a predetermined manner, 

the device then computes the differential flow 

of heat between the sample and the 

reference
173

. VSM (vibrating sample 

magnetometry) is used to study the magnetic 

properties of MNPs and their relation to 

temperature, magnetic field and time. VSM 

was used to study the magnetic properties of 

FeCO@SnO2 NPs on graphene polyaniline, and 

it was found thatthey show powerful dipolar 

magnetic interaction and that their magnetic 

moment is in the same direction of an applied 

external magnetic field
147

. 

 

5. Biomedical applications of MNPs 

Magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) are a 

commonly utilized system in biomedical 

applications owing to their non-toxic nature, 

biocompatibility, and unique magnetic 

properties that enable their directed 

localization or heating through an external 

alternating electromagnetic field
174-176

. Iron 

oxide-based nanoparticles with a size 

smaller than 100 nm and a coating are the 

primary commercialized magnetic 

nanoparticles utilized in the biomedical 

applications due to their durability and 

biological compatibility. Nanoparticles can be 

encapsulated within shells that are either 

inorganic (such as silica, gold or 

hydroxyapatite) or organic (such as polyvinyl 

alcohol, dextran, or polyethylene glycol)
174

. 

The application of coated MNPs prevents 

aggregation of particles which is attributed to 

the combined effects of hydrophobic 

interaction and ferromagnetic behavior. 

Nanoparticles that possess an appropriate 

surface coating have the ability to escape 

detection by the immune system, specifically 

the reticuloendothelial system (RES), thereby 

prolonging their circulation time
177

. 

5.1. MNPs for biological separation 

Recent advances in biological research 

have made it more important than ever to be 

able to quickly and thoroughly separate 

biological components including DNA, 

proteins, antibodies, and antigens. Due to their 

distinctive magnetic characteristics, magnetic 

nanoparticles (MNPs) are a highly suitable 

option for bio separation. The utilization of 

magnetic bio separation presents several 

benefits in comparison to alternative bio 

separation methods, including centrifugation, 

precipitation, and chromatography. This is due 

to its intrinsic magnetic properties and its 

minimal toxicity towards biological molecules. 

Separation by MNPs is characterized by its 

versatility and robustness. It operates through 

interaction between MNPs or the ligand present 

on the surface of NPs, which is subsequently 

isolated from unwanted particles with the aid 

of a magnetic field from outside. The 

utilization of coated MNPs is a viable approach 

for the tracking of particular molecules, 

including antibodies and antigens. Magnetic 

Nanoparticles have the potential to selectively 

isolate bacteria, lung and breast cancer cells, as 

well as red blood cells from biological 

specimens. The MNPs are subjected to 

modification in order to achieve 

biocompatibility, colloidal stability and 

biological targeting. The coated magnetic 

nanoparticles (MNPs) are subsequently 

thoroughly blended and subjected to incubation 

with the biological specimen, together with the 

desired molecules present in the solution, for a 

specific duration. Following the incubation 

phase, a magnetic field of external origin is 

employed to differentially isolate the molecules 

present in the solution. The magnetic particles, 

which have been conjugated with the 

targeted biomolecules via surface ligand, are 

subjected to multiple washes with a washing 

buffer in order to eliminate any unwanted 

molecules that might have been adsorbed. A 

buffer is then employed for elution subsequent 

to the washing procedures for the retrieval of 

the targeted molecules. Finally, the magnetic 

nanoparticles undergo a recycling process to 

restore their binding ability before being 

reused
178

 (Fig. 6). 
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Fig. 6: An illustration to steps employed for biological separation of targeted molecules by MNPs
179

. 

 

 

Proteomics is one of the most widely used 

applications of MNPs, such a process involves 

purifying native and recombinant proteins. 

Traditionally, proteomics is a tedious process 

that involves the utilization of a range of 

chromatographic and electrophoretic 

techniques, among which, affinity 

chromatography was the most popular 

technique. This method is not appropriate for 

the early phases of the purification process 

when suspended solid and fouling components 

are present in the sample since it is unable to 

handle samples containing particle debris
180

. 

Hence, magnetic separation presents an 

appealing option owing to its uncomplicated 

manipulation, economical nature, and superior 

efficacy for unrefined specimens. FePt MNPs 

modified with Ni(II)-chelated nitrilotriacetic 

acid (NTA-Ni
2+

) as surface functional 

groups have 6 sites for coordination on their 

surface, so they demonstrated a strong affinity 

for 6-histidine-tagged proteins. This protein 

was efficiently isolated from the lysate of cells 

and the preparation step was omitted. The 

capacity of binding of the abovementioned 

functionalized MNPs to such protein was found 

to be superior to marketed magnetic 

microbeads (2-3 mg proteins for each1 mg of 

MNPs)
181&182

. Another intriguing application of 

MNPs is the separation of bacteria
183

. 

Vancomycin is an antibiotic that binds to the 

terminal D-Ala-D-Ala dipeptide of bacterial 

cell wall precursors, was attached to the 

surface of FePt MNPs. Such modified 

MNPs might be magnetized apart by combining 

Vancomycin-FePt MNPs with a solution 

containing Vancomycin-sensitive bacteria for 

10 minutes. A technique was presented by Hei 

and Cai
178

, for the concentration and 

purification of RNA of COVID-19 (from the 

SARS-CoV strain),  where  researchers 

employed a method involving the use of 

nucleotide capture probe streptavidin-coated 

magnetic particles which covalently attach to 

the RNA of the coronavirus, followed by an 

external magnetic field separation of the bound 

RNA. This method was found to be 10 times 

more sensitive than the traditional PCR 

method. 

 

5.2. MNPs utilized in imaging techniques 

Timely and precise diagnosis of diseases 

is crucial in preventing disease progression, 

determining optimal therapy options, assessing 

treatment effectiveness, and reducing 

therapy costs. Current biomedical applications 

of magnetic nanoparticles (MNP) as methods 

for imaging include MRI, MPI, CT (Computed 

tomography), and PET (Positron emission 

tomography), of which MRI and MPI will be 

discussed briefly in the following section. 
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5.2.1. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 

Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 

offers a noninvasive way to penetrate deep into 

the body using magnetic fields, which could be 

applied for diagnostic purposes. MRI operates 

by the concept of field penetration, 

based on the fact that protons, abundantly 

present in water are being nuclearly 

magnetized, and since that water constitutes a 

significant portion of the human body, this 

allows for feasibility in the utilization of MRI, 

where magnetization of hydrogen-1 is carried 

out by an external radio frequency that 

causes free protons in solution to experience 

rotational motion and aligns itself in an 

antiparallel orientation with respect to the 

externally applied magnetic field. Once the 

applied RF is turned off, this horizontal 

magnetization breaks apart, and as it does, 

protons emit radiation as they return to their 

original state. Transverse relaxation (T2) which 

leads to dark contrast and longitudinal 

relaxation (T1) which leads to light contrast are 

two separate processes that make up the 

relaxation process. The MR image may be built 

using either contrast
184

. Such contrast enables 

MRI images to discriminate between red 

diseased tissues and healthy tissues (Fig. 7). 

 

5.2.2. Magnetic particle imaging (MPI) 

This technique is able to produce high-

quality images of tissues and cells without 

radioactive labels. This has made it a valuable 

tool  for  applications  as  cancer  cell  imaging  

and cell tracking tool. Magnetic Particle 

Imaging (MPI) exhibits superior resolution in 

comparison with traditional imaging 

modalities, such as MRI and Computed 

Tomography (CT). The underlying operational 

mechanism is based on the generation of a 

point free of magnetic field within the sample 

region by making use of two magnets. Such a 

point is generated by utilizing the distinct 

irregular magnetization response exhibited by 

superparamagnetic iron oxide nano-

particles when subjected to the magnetic field 

supplied by the two external magnets, the 

magnetization of the superparamagnetic iron 

oxide NPs reaches a plateau and is saturated 

beyond a specific magnetic field, only the 

particles present in the field free point are not 

fully saturated, so when subjected to a time-

varying magnetic field, the magnetic particles 

located at that point exhibit a response by 

altering their magnetization and aligning 

themselves to 180 degrees. Conversely, other 

saturated magnetic particles show no 

response to the magnetic field, the detector 

identifies only magnetization changes in the 

field free point. The signals obtained from the 

detector coil are subsequently analyzed to 

generate a visual representation of the magnetic 

particles' influence (Fig. 8). MPI was used for 

diagnosing perfusion of the brain in acute 

stroke cases
185

, The MPI's excellent temporal 

resolution enables single-beat accurate real-

time heartbeat monitoring
185&186

. 

 

 

 

Fig. 7: Schematic representation of the MRI device
179

. 
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Fig. 8: Schematic representation of the MRI device 

setup
179

. 

 

 

 

5.3. MNPs in therapeutic applications 

5.3.1. MNPs as drug delivery systems 

Utilizing MNPs as site-specific drug 

delivery systems was first proposed in the 

1970s
187

. But, this methodology has not yet 

materialized into a viable clinical implement-

ation. One of the contributing factors is the 

limited load capacity of current magnetic 

nanoparticles (MNPs), as the attachment of 

drugs is restricted to the surface or the coating 

of the MNPs, thus limiting their use as drug 

carriers in treatment of tumors. As a method 

for increasing the loading capacity of the 

MNPs, Fe2O3 MNPs were replaced by hollow 

porous MNPs, where cisplatin was loaded in 

the interior of the MNPs cavities and herceptin 

the targeting agent was loaded on the surface, 

such hollow porous MNPs was found to be 

24% more efficient in delivering cisplatin to 

the breast cancer cells than traditional Fe2O3 

MNPs, a further improvement in the efficiency 

of cisplatin delivery to breast cancer cells was 

found when the pores of the hollow MNPs 

were acid etched (pH below 6) which lead to 

faster release of cisplatin with subsequent 

destruction of the cancer cells
188

.  

Iron (Fe) and zinc (Zn) deficiencies are 

significant health concerns worldwide
41

. Iron 

deficiency leads to the development of anemia, 

whereas zinc deficiency affects growth and 

immunity. Since that iron and zinc deficiency 

usually come together, drugs given for 

treatment of anemia usually contain both 

elements
189

. Electrolytic iron recommended by 

WHO for treatment of anemia was found to 

suffer from limited bioavailability. When 

poorly soluble nanosized (approximately 11 

nm) Fe alone or Fe together with Zn elements 

were synthesized employing scalable flame 

aerosol technology, this lead to improved 

bioavailability by 40-80% compared to 

electrolytic iron in rats, without any observed 

buildup in tissues. Such NPs offer the 

advantages of reduced unwanted taste and 

color of traditional FeSO4, also they can be 

used to provide dose specific drug that comply 

with each patient needs
190

. Superparamagnetic 

NPs coated with carbohydrate shell called 

ferumoxytol were given by intravenous 

administration for treatment of iron deficiency 

in patients suffering from kidney disease, such 

route of administration was found to be 

superior to oral route in patients with kidney 

problems, but its major drawback was localized 

sensitivity reaction at injection site
191

.  

Upon exposure to temperatures above 

41°C, cells with cancer go through either 

necrosis or apoptosis, such method is called 

hyperthermia which involves exposure to 

elevated temperature to manage cancer cells
192

. 

Research has shown that cancer cells are more 

sensitive to heat as a result of their elevated 

rates of metabolism. a point that explains the 

potency of hyperthermia in management of 

tumor cells
174

. Magnetic nanoparticles have the 

ability to produce thermal energy when 

subjected to an alternating magnetic field. This 

phenomenon is attributed to Brown and Neel 

relaxations resulting from frictions due to 

particles movement and magnetic moment 

rotations with each magnetic field oscillation, 

respectively
193

. Making use of hyperthermia in 

cancer treatment is highly encouraging due to 

its non-invasive nature and the absence of 

limitations in the magnetic field's penetration 

depth. The aforementioned approach 

additionally offers magnetic resonance imaging 

capabilities for particle monitoring and serves 

as a foundation for the integration of 

chemotherapy through the use of magnetic 

nanoparticles that have been linked with other 

pharmaceuticals. Superparamagnetic NPs 
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containing 112 mg/ml of iron and coated with 

aminosilane were used as a hyperthermia 

therapy for glioblastoma multiforme, such 

particles were injected into the tumor at a 

varying dose of 0.1-0.7 ml/ml tumor, then 

patient went into heat therapy under alternating 

magnetic field, where MRI and CT were 

employed to compute the thermal profile of 

cancer cells in response to the alternating 

magnetic field. The administration of MNPs 

was found to be very well tolerated with no 

side effects
194

. 

 

5.3.2. MNPs for gene therapy 

Magnetofection is a technique employed 

in molecular biology, which utilizes a magnetic 

field to concentrate magnetic nanoparticles that 

pass nucleic acids into cells. Such MNPs have 

the potential to be integrated into both non-

viral and viral systems, thereby enhancing the 

efficacy of gene delivery. In recent times, there 

has been a conjugation of recombinant adeno-

associated virus onto magnetic nanoparticles 

with the aim of achieving therapeutic levels of 

expression of the transgene. The efficacy of 

transfection was improved by this platform. It 

has been observed that the utilization of 1% of 

vector-conjugated MNPs can result in 

achieving an equivalent level of transfection as 

that of a free vector
195

. Magnetic nanoparticles 

coated with polyethyleneimine were used for 

non-viral delivery, such a system reduces 

polyethyleneimine cytotoxicty while enabling 

effective protection and loading of the gene
196

. 

 

5.3.3. Application of MNPs as antibacterial  

Infections associated with medical devices 

are a common occurrence. Biofilm formation is 

a contributing factor that arises from bacterial 

adhesion to medical equipment, leading to the 

formation of a biofilm, followed by creating a 

composite structure consisting of proteins, 

DNA, and additional polysaccharides (a matrix 

is formed). The formation of biofilm serves as 

a protective mechanism for pathogenic bacteria 

against antibiotics, leading to the development 

of chronic infections
197

. In general, 

antibacterials should possess the ability to 

specifically eradicate bacteria in a localized 

manner, while avoiding any potential toxicity 

to the adjacent tissue. The significant 

antibacterial activity of silver nanoparticles has 

led to their recognition as promising 

antimicrobial agents. Nevertheless, it is worth 

noting that these particles possess two 

limitations, namely their adverse impact on 

human cells and their limited efficacy in 

penetrating bacterial biofilms. Therefore, 

scholars claim that the utilization of magnetic 

nanoparticles as a delivery mechanism for 

antibacterials, including but not limited to 

ZnO, TiO2, MgO, copper, and silver, may 

result in a specific antibacterial impact (via 

magnetic field applied externally) and the 

elimination of bacterial biofilms. The 

utilization of Ag@Fe3O4 and -Fe2O3@Ag NPs 

has been suggested as a means of achieving site 

specific delivery of silver NPs. In a recent 

study, it was discovered that 

superparamagnetic iron oxide NPs were 

conjugated with zinc, iron, and silver via a 

chelation process. The results indicated a 

reduction in both biofilm development and the 

growth of plankton
198

. 

 

5.3.4. NPs in tissue engineering 

Nanoparticles have been utilized in tissue 

engineering for a variety of purposes, including 

but not limited to augmenting electrical, 

biological as well as mechanical properties, 

also facilitating gene delivery, viral 

transduction, DNA transfection, and cell 

patterning. Additionally, nanoparticles have 

been employed to promote development 

of diverse types of tissues and to enable the 

detection of molecules and biological sensing. 

The utilization of appropriate NPs in tissue 

engineering has the potential to substantially 

augment the characteristics of the arena 

whether biologically, electrically, or 

mechanically, yet fulfilling many functions 

based on their particular applications
199

.  

 

5.4. Challenges for MNPs 

At present, the FDA has granted approval 

to no less than 12 nano-structured medicines, it 

is to be noted that there are many others under 

development
200

. Undoubtedly, studying NPs' 

toxicity is a crucial matter and requires 

additional research. However, reporting 

toxicity is challenging due to the presence of 

many variables that lead to toxicity, such as 

dosage, route of administration, composition, 

size, being biodegradable, the ability to 

dissolve, pharmacokinetics, biological 

distribution, and framework
201

. One of the 
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primary methods for minimizing toxicity is 

through manipulation of the surface 

characteristics of magnetic nanoparticles. 

Fe2O3 nanoparticles were extensively 

investigated by the researchers. Such 

particles are extensively utilized in magnetic 

resonance imaging (MRI) because of their 

biocompatibility. Application of 

dextran@Fe2O3 NPs in combination with 

different polyvinyl acetates did not result in 

cytotoxicity towards EC219 endothelial-

derived brain cells and microglial cells
202

. The 

interaction of iron oxide NPs with 

macrophages / monocytes in human was 

studied
203

 where it was found to be non-toxic at 

1 mg/ml and showed little toxicity at 10 mg/ml. 

In addition, the major problem concerning 

MNPs based drug delivery systems is the 

capacity to effectively guide the drug carriers 

toward the required site of action. Many 

studies were conducted for development of 

suitable drug carriers. However, the most 

commonly used system for controlling NPs is a 

permanent magnet positioned in proximity to 

the intended location
204&205

 which, of course, is 

not the ideal system for focusing on the 

MNPs. Additionally, permanent magnets 

produce a magnetic field with limited tissue 

penetration ability (8-12 cm), thus such an 

approach is non-applicable to deep 

tumors
206&207

. To overcome such obstacles, 

magnetic implants that possess the ability to 

attract magnetic nanoparticles are required. A 

specially designed magnetic mode equipped 

with 8 magnets and controlled by a specific 

algorithm enabled MNPs carriers to reach 

deeper tissues
208

. The findings of the study 

indicate that the utilization of magnetism under 

dynamic control has the potential to propel a 

magnetic fluid towards the center, thereby 

generating a region of elevated temperature at 

intended destination. Whilst the 

aforementioned approach exhibited 

considerable potential, it is imperative to 

acknowledge that regulating NPs in-vivo might 

be more complex. However, further research is 

required in order to create a method that allows 

for deep penetration of NPs carriers despite of 

the complexity of vascularity
174

.  
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